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Abstract. A Bayesian unified framework is proposed for data-informed robust design optimization. Models of uncertainties postulated in conventional robust design optimization are treated as prior uncertainties in a Bayesian context. Measurements collected for one or more components of the system to be designed are used by standard Bayesian inference tools to update uncertainties at component level and quantify these uncertainties by posterior PDFs. For the data-informed model parameters, approximations of uncertainty models by Gaussian posterior PDFs, arising from the use of Bayesian central limit theorem, are particularly suited for certain methods used for robust design optimization, such as first-order or Taylor expansion techniques or sparse grid methods required to estimate the multi-dimensional integrals that arise in the robust objective functions. The posterior robust design optimization framework is demonstrated by applying it to the optimization of the aerodynamic shape of an airfoil under data-informed turbulence model uncertainties estimated from measurements on simplified flows such as flow over a flat plate, and prior uncertainties postulated for the Mach and angle of attack.

INTRODUCTION
The Bayesian inference framework for quantifying and propagating uncertainties in computational models of engineering systems has been adequately developed and widely used. The framework aims at the selection among alternative plausible model structures to represent physical phenomenon and the unmodelled dynamics, estimation of the uncertainties in the parameters of these model structures, as well as propagation of uncertainties through the model to make robust predictions of output quantities of interest (QoI), consistent with available experimental measurements. Herein, the use of the Bayesian framework for posterior robust design optimization given measurement data at system components level is addressed.
The four steps involved in the posterior robust design optimization are presented. The first step is the optimization of the locations of the sensors [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] so that the experiments to be committed will be as much informative as possible for the identification of parameters. The minimization of the information entropy is sought in this step, which, based on asymptotic approximations, depends on the differentiation of the quantities to be measured with respect to the parameters to be identified. The second step is the quantification of the uncertainties [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] i.e. the identification of the values and covariances of the uncertain parameters based on the experimental measurements. The methodology is based on the Bayesian approach and the posterior distribution of the uncertain parameters is estimated by asymptotic expansion and first and second-order adjoint approaches.
The third and fourth steps include the uncertainty propagation and robust design [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . The propagation of the uncertainties in the parameters to the uncertainties in the quantity of interest, i.e. the objective function, is based on similar asymptotic approximations and adjoint approaches to estimate the mean value and covariance of the quantity of interest given the experimental measurements. The robust optimization of the shape by minimizing the statistical moments of the objective function is achieved through Taylor or asymptotic expansion that include sensitivity derivatives of higher-than-second-order or through derivative-free Gauss-Hermite quadratures on sparse-grids. Alternatively, the reliability-based optimization produces reliable solutions by minimizing the probability of unacceptable performance using adjoint-based reliability index approaches.
The methodologies are applied to the flow above a flat plate the flow through a backward facing step and the external flow around an airfoil.
BAYESIAN FRAMEWORK
Assume that θ ∈ R N θ is the vector of parameters of a CFD model that should be estimated using a set of output measurements available from an experiment.
N be the vector of measured data of flow quantities obtained from locations x in the domain and y(θ; x) ∈ R N be the vector of the values of the same quantities computed from a CFD model that correspond to specific values of the parameter set θ. The equation
is satisfied, where e is the prediction error due to model and measurement error. The prediction error is modeled as a Gaussian vector with zero mean and covariance equal to Σ ∈ R N ×N . Applying the Bayesian theorem, the posterior probability density function (PDF) of θ, given the measured data d, which represents the uncertainty in the model parameter values based on the information contained in the measured data, is given by
where
is the measure of the fit between the measured and computed quantities, π(θ) is the prior distribution for θ, and c is a normalization constant so that
OPTIMAL SENSOR LOCATION BASED ON INFORMATION ENTROPY
The information entropy which is a scalar measure of the uncertainty in the estimation of the model parameters θ is given by the expression
depending on the location x the sensors are placed. Based on the asymptotic approach for a large amount of experimental data, the information entropy is expressed as [5] h(
where θ 0 are the values of θ that minimize J(θ; Σ, d, x) of θ and Q(x; θ, Σ) is the semi-positive definite matrix asymptotically given by
computed at the N locations where the sensors are placed. Also,
The sensors should be placed within the flow domain in such a way that the measured data are most informative about the parameters of the CFD model. Since the information entropy is the measure of the amount of useful information contained in the data, the sensors should be located at the places that minimize the information entropy
Gradient-based or stochastic optimization algorithms may be used to find the location x of the sensors that minimizes h(x; θ 0 , Σ). Since the optimal values of the parameters θ 0 and covariance Σ are not known in the initial stage of designing the experiment, the optimization is based on a chosen set of values for θ 0 and Σ which are the nominal ones defined by the model.
UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION
The objective of uncertainty quantification is to quantify the uncertainty in the parameters θ p and model the missing (incomplete) information provided by the selected flow model given the experimental data. Probability density functions (PDF) are used to quantify uncertainties and the calculus of probability is employed for handling uncertainties through the model in a consistent manner.
Using a well-established analytical approximation, valid for large number of experimental data, the posterior distribution of the model parameters can be approximated by a multi-variable Gaussian distribution
centered at the most probable valueθ of the posterior distribution function or equivalently the minimum of the function
given byθ
and with covariance C(θ) equal to the inverse of the Hessian H(θ) of the function L(θ) estimated at the most probable valueθ. The uncertainty in θ can thus be fully described asymptotically by solving an optimization problem for finding the most probable valueθ that minimizes the function L(θ), and also evaluating the Hessian of the function L(θ) at a single pointθ.
UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION
The computation of the mean value and standard deviation of the quantity of interest is based on the asymptotic expansion of the moment integrals using Laplace integration. The idea is to expand the objective function around the value of c that minimizes the minus logarithm of the integrand of each moment.
The mean value of F is computed by the expression
where N is the number of uncertain parameters, c * is the vector of uncertain parameters that minimizes the function − ln[F (c)p(c)] and H(c * ) is the Hessian matrix of the same function with respect to c computed at c * . In the same manner, the standard deviation of the objective function is computed by
where c * * is the vector of uncertain parameters that minimizes the function − ln[F 2 (c)p(c)] and H(c * * ) is its Hessian matrix computed at c * * .
ROBUST OPTIMIZATION
The robust optimization, i.e. the minimization of the mean value and standard deviation of the quantity of interest is based on a gradient or Hessian based descent approach based on their sensitivities with respect to the design parameters. The first-order derivatives of µ F with respect to b k are given by
while those of σ F are given by
where Correspondingly, the second-order sensitivities of µ F and σ F with respect to the design parameters are given by
and
The computation of the mean value and standard deviation of the objective function incorporates two optimization problems and the computation of the second-order sensitivities of the objective function with respect to the uncertain variables at each optimal solution.
APPLICATIONS
The proposed algorithm for optimal sensor location and uncertainty quantification in CFD is applied to the flow through a 2D backward facing step configuration [19] . The Reynolds number based on step height is equal to 36000 and the inlet Mach number is equal to 0.128. The step height is equal to 1 when the distance of the two walls is equal to 9. A schematic view of the case is shown in Fig. 1 . Experimental data for the velocity and Reynolds stress profiles at several axial positions as well as the pressure and friction coefficients at the walls can be found in [19] and are summarized in the http : //turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov/backstep val.html. Herein, the optimal location of profiles of velocities and Reynolds stresses are sought, so that the quantities to be measured will lead to the least uncertainty in the estimates of the model parameters. The area in which the optimal locations of the sensors are sought is the orthogonal area formed a 10 × 2 rectangular with a height of 2m when the step size is equal to 1m and a length of 10m, within which the flow is separated and reattached. Indicative results of optimal locations of one to ten velocity profiles and the corresponding information entropy values are shown in Fig. 2 , comparing also to the case that the profile has ten predefined sensors instead of five and to the minimum possible information entropy, obtained in this case by placing a huge number of sensors 60 profiles with 60 sensors with equal distances between them. The information entropy (Fig. 2, right) decreases as the number of Table 1 : Initial and optimal parameter values and coefficients of variation (COV) using the adjoint approach for the correlated and the uncorrelated case (first six parameters). Table 2 : Initial and optimal parameter values and coefficients of variation (COV) using the adjoint approach for the correlated and the uncorrelated case (rest six parameters).
sensors increase while the rate of decrease is decreasing. In Fig. 3 , the optimal location of one to ten Reynolds stress profiles is shown. The information entropy is decreasing quite a lot upon the placement of the second and third profile and the decrease rate is quite constant from the fourth to the tenth profile. The quantification of the uncertainties of the eight parameters of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model and the parameters of the prediction error model in the flow through the 2D backward facing step configuration follows. In Figs. 4 and 5 the optimal velocity and Reynolds stress distributions at a location 4m after the step are compared with experimental measurements. In Tables 1 and 2 , the initial and optimal values of the parameters using the proposed method are shown for correlated and uncorrelated prediction error models. The coefficients of variation (COV) of the marginal distribution of each model parameter, defined as the ratio of the standard deviation over the mean (optimal) value of each model parameter, are also reported in these tables.
Results demonstrate that the measurements provide information for estimating three to five among the eight parameters of the turbulence model, while the rest of the parameters are insensitive to the information contained in the data. Also, it can be seen that the Spalart-Allmaras model is not adequate enough to accurately predict velocities and Reynolds stresses in certain region in the flow domain where flow separation phenomena are dominant.
In the case of uncertainty propagation and robust design, the asymptotic approach is compared in term of computed sensitivities with the Taylor expansion and sparse grid quadrature approaches in the case that the quantity of interest is the lift coefficient of the flow around a 2D airfoil. The first-order sensitivity derivatives of the mean value of the objective function with respect to the shape controlling parameters are plotted in Fig. 6 , comparing the asymptotic expansion with Taylor expansions and grid quadrature approaches. It can be seen that all approaches compute almost equal sensitivity values.
In the case of the robust optimization of the drag to lift ratio, the convergence rates of the mean value and standard deviation of the objective function are shown in figs. 7 and 8. In both deterministic and robust optimization procedures a quasi-Newton algorithm was employed, initialized by the exact Hessian matrix. The latter, in the case of the deterministic example was computed using the most efficient combination of the direct differentiation of the flow equations and the adjoint approach at a cost that scales linearly with the number of design parameters. The optimal airfoil contours for the deterministic and robust optimization cases are shown in fig. 9 .
Conclusions
The four parts of a posterior robust optimization algorithm based on experimental measurements were presented in this paper. These are the optimal sensor location, uncertainty quantification, uncertainty propagation and robust optimization. The first two were presented in the case of a backward facing step and the rest were validated in the robust aerodynamic optimization of an airfoil. As a future work it is proposed that all four aspects are unified in a single robust optimization procedure, enhanced by optimally conducted experiments.
